Tank wall sleeves and seals, GP-C models, are used for sealing pipes, conduit or cables through metal tank walls. A flange gasket between the flange and tank wall hydrostatically seals at the contact point.

A compression plate disk seal, seals the pipe passage into the tank. The compression plate disk seal may be for a one pipe seal or using a GP-W model can seal several pipes through the same sleeve.

Sleeve sizes DN 50 (2") - DN 150 (6")
Maximum operating pressure: 35 psi
Material pressure: stainless steel
304L - 316L

The sealing material: EPDM, NBR, SILICONE
Working temperature EPDM (-30 °C - + 100 °C)
NBR (-20 °C - + 90 °C)
SILICONE (-55 °C - + 230 °C)